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KRITCHANUT

Most countries will deny entry if a visitor’s passport

expires in 180 days or less.
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Unpredictable weather aside, nothing grounds an international

business trip faster than an expired passport. That’s why most

executives rely on customized pre-flight checklists, invaluable

resources that help them sidestep avoidable delays, and

minimize disruptions that could derail their plans and risk the

closing of a deal.

It doesn’t matter if you’re taking on those responsibilities

yourself, or entrusting them to a professional, there’s no

substitute for solid planning to ensure a turbulence-free journey.

These 11 tips can help achieve that goal, allowing you to focus on

the reason for your trip—and not the journey itself.

1.  The six-month rule

Before researching direct flights to London or Tokyo, or booking that connector to Basel, check your

passport’s expiration date. A passport is only truly valid if it doesn’t expire in six months as most

countries will deny entry if a visitor’s passport expires in 180 days or less.

The reason? Most times it is out of concern that your passport could expire if you’re unexpectedly

detained, or if you need another week in Beijing to finish your business.

2.  Visas and vaccinations
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Need a visa? Great question. The answer depends on where you’re heading, the reason you’re

traveling there, and how long you’ll be staying.

There are several websites that can answer that question and start the application process. Visa Quick

Check, http://cibtvisas.com, only requires the filling in of four fields to provide an answer. If

documentation is needed, visitors can select “Get a Visa” to start an application. Travisa,

http://travisa.com, is another expediter that streamlines the process.

Visiting an exotic country? Schedule an appointment with your physician and seek advice for

inoculations. The internet can be a useful tool as well to determine what vaccinations are required or

recommended. Travelvax, http://travelvax.com.au, allows visitors to plug in a destination to see what

inoculations are required.

3.  Invest now, save later

Secure TSA PreCheck approval and register for Global Entry. Both expedite the dreaded airport

security and screening process, leaving more time to relax in the lounge.

Those with TSA PreCheck status have their fingerprints taken and backgrounds checked. In exchange

for an $85 processing fee, you’ll be able to keep your shoes and belts on while you breeze through

security for the next five years.

Global Entry allows international travelers to bypass long customs lines. Instead, qualified travelers—

they must submit to a more rigorous background check—can proceed directly to special kiosks upon

landing and, in short order, to baggage claim and beyond.

4.  A top ‘Priority’

For an annual fee, Priority Pass members enjoy access to a network of private lounges and mini-suites

featured at more than 600 airports in nearly 150 countries. Priority Pass was designed for frequent

international travelers looking to escape the hectic airport environment.

5.  Sound advice

Visiting a new land? Make sure you first visit the U.S. Department of State website,

http://travel.state.gov, to learn of any travel advisories. Visitors can access a user-friendly, color-coded

world map, and sign up for updates as new advisories are issued.

6.  It's in the bag

Regardless of length of stay, a single properly packed bag is all that any traveler should ever need.

There are plenty of styles to select from, and most are designed to fit in an overhead compartment,

allowing travelers to skip the dreaded luggage return line.

7.  Ditch the paperwork
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Still don’t think you’ll be able to cram everything into a single carry-on? Digitize your business

documents.

8.  Embrace your environment

Being forced to switch one’s cellphone to “Airplane Mode” isn’t a catastrophe. Take advantage by

cracking open that book you’ve been dying to read or, if you must power up an electronic, write those

long-overdue emails to old business clients, or introduce yourself to potential new ones.

9.  Constant contact 

Experienced travelers understand the importance of having a list of easily accessible emergency

contacts, one that includes more than family members. You might find yourself in an area with a poor

internet connection upon discovering that your prescription medicine is missing. Those flying in

turbulent weather will want a direct line to their travel insurance providers, while those visiting

politically turbulent regions will want a number—and directions—to the nearest embassy.

10.  Leave room for fun

All business, no pleasure? Bad idea. Frequent travelers understand the benefits of factoring in a

“bonus day” for themselves whenever they’re visiting a new destination.

11.  Leave it to the professionals

Whether they’re taking their first business trip or 20th, some executives swear by travel management

firms whenever business takes them overseas. For a fee, professional planners will make all

arrangements, from the securing of documentation to the booking of hotels.

“We manage the whole process,” said Jim Wright, senior vice president of sales and marketing at the

TravelStore Inc., California’s largest independently owned travel management company. “We actually

have a customized travel app for each one of our clients.

Though he recommends otherwise — Wright compares booking an international business trip to

“buying a house without a Realtor” — he encourages travelers to make sure their passports and visas

are in order, and to check with the State Department for the latest travel advisories.


